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CONTENT -BASED COLOR IMAGE RETRIEVAL 

CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem statement 

The goal is to design an automated tool capable of tagging color images with their 

dominant color and shape content. The general motivation is content-based image 

retrieval, which aims to classify a set of images depending on their content. The users of 

such a system search for images with specific features such as color and shape. Instead of 

manual classification (e.g. description with key words), an automated tool computes the 

characteristic image features that will be used to retrieve automatically images with a 

high degree of accuracy. 

Downloading large Images over a computer network reqUIres a considerable 

bandwidth. Thus, the motivation behind the development of content-based image search 

systems is to find an image meeting a specific criterion without having to manually 

browse through a large set of images. Images need to be found by an automated tool 

according to criteria specified by the user, similarly to the text search engines over the 

Internet, which are already available. 

An image search system is based on the images content, as the text search systems 

are based on the words of the text. En·ors are likely to occur if a manual description of an 

image is performed. The human perception is subjective and various users can describe 

the same image differently. Thus the retrieval performance depends on the person who 

described the image. Moreover words, in general, describe the images poorly. For 

example, the image colors cannot be described by simple words like red, blue or yellow. 
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Many hues of these colors exist and describing them by words is harder than assigning a 

numerical value to a color. 

1.2 Approach 

Basically, all the existing content-based image retrieval systems are based on the 

same principles: 

• 	 Preprocess each image of the database by applying algorithms to identify 

the image features such as color, shape, and texture. 

• 	 Translate the user inputs into a feature vector, which is to be compared to 

the features computed in the previous step. 

• 	 Compute the distances between the user's query feature vector and the 

preprocessed image feature vectors. 

• Sort and display the images by distance in increasing order. 

The first step is usually the most time consuming. However, it can be done off

line during the pre-processing of the image set. 

The difficult issues in an automated image retrieval system are computing image 

features and finding metrics, which are coherent with the human perception. 

While designing a content-based image retrieval system, the first step is to choose 

the features to describe the images. In this thesis, color and shape allow the user to search 

for a specific image. Some of the existing content-based retrieval tools also include the 

texture feature. 
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I.3 Objectives 

The objective is to design an efficient, content-based image retrieval system based 

on the color and shape features of an image. The first step is to design and implement 

algorithms to compute these features. The second step is to design a graphical user 

interface that allows specifying criteria for image retrieval. The final step consists of 

metrics design to compare the user query with the image features. 

The thesis organization is as follows. Chapter 2 gives a literature review on the 

state-of-the-art content-based image retrieval systems which use color image 

segmentation, shape feature representation and retrieval techniques. Chapter 3 presents 

the methods used here to compute the color and shape features and to find the metrics to 

match the user query with the image features. Chapter 4 presents the results and describes 

the graphical user interface. Finally, in chapter 5 conclusions and recommendations for 

future work are presented. 
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW 

This section reviews some methods used in color image segmentation and shape 

detection. To illustrate the current state of research on color image retrieval, some 

retrieval systems are presented. 

ILl Previous work in color image segmentation 

Color image segmentation requires several design choices need to be made: the 

color space in which the segmentation will be computed, the distance used to compute 

the difference between two colors and finally the segmentation algorithm. 

II.I.I Color spaces 

The color of an image pixel is usually represented by three coordinates. A color 

space is defined by mapping the pixels into points in a 3-dimensional space, each axis 

corresponding to a color component. Figure 1 shows the connection between the 2

dimensional image space and the 3-dimensional RGB color space. The device 

coordinates of an image data are often red (R), green (G) and blue (B) but the RGB space 

has the major disadvantage of not being perceptually uniform. Two different colors in 

one part of the color space do not exhibit the same degree of perceptual difference as two 

colors in another part of the color space, even though they are the same distance apart 

(Figure 2). Therefore, the first step is to find a transformation that maps the input image 

data from device coordinates into a proper color space. 
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Figure 1: 2-dimensional image space and 3-dimensional color space 
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Figure 2: Non perceptual uniformity of the RGB color space 

Different color spaces are used depending on the application and the segmentation 

method employed. This choice is critical to the color classification method as the 

arrangement and shape of clusters depend on the color coordinate system. Some color 

spaces standards of the Cornission Intemationale de I 'Eclairage (CIE) such as CIE 
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L *a*b* and eIE L *u*v* offer improved perceptual uniformity. They represent with 

equal emphasis the three variants that characterize color: hue, lightness and saturation 

and are used in applications that mimic human perception, [1, 2]. However, these color 

spaces are often inconvenient to use due to the non-linearity and computational 

complexity of transformation to and from the RGB space. 

In [3, 6, 12], a preferred non-linear but easily invertible transformation is used: 

the transformation from RGB to the hue (H), saturation (S) and value (V) color space. 

The use of this color space improves the perceptual uniformity. In particular [3] uses 

"preprocessed" HSV values where the saturation and value are used to determine which 

regions of the image are achromatic. The colors with Value lower than 25 are classified 

as black and the colors with Saturation higher than 20 and Value lower than 30 are 

classified as white. The remaining color points fall in the chromatic region of the HSV 

cone and their Hue components are segmented. 

A different approach is used in [4] based on a normalization model of the human 

visual system that incorporates color perception. After conversion to opponent-colors 

space, each of the resulting three components is subjected to a perceptual decomposition. 

The principal components of the opponent-colors space are black-white, red-green and 

blue-yellow. This color space matches the psychological experiment results, which 

suggest that the human visual representation of simple colored patterns is pattern-color 

separable. 

The following color spaces: RGB, HSV, Lab, XYZ and YIQ are compared in [7]. 

They conclude that no color space is good for segmenting many different images. In their 

experiments, the HSV color space produces the worst results because of the singularity 
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problem inherent to this space. When the RGB values of a color point are identical, the 

hue (H) of this point is undefined and it is assigned the value of zero. Thus the algorithm 

cannot distinguish between two color clusters having equal R, G and B values, for 

example between a dark gray cluster (R=10, G=lO, B=lO) and a lighter one (R=50, 

G=50, B=50). 

n.l.2 Distance metrics 

The distance measure is a key point in clustering. [2] suggests that the measure 

should be consistent with the visual resolution and uniform in all directions in the entire 

color space. Thus, the Euclidean distance is used to compute the distance between two 

colors in the eIE 1976 uniform color space (L *u*v*). In non-uniform color spaces 

following this concept is challenging, however many application specific metrics exist. 

In [3] different vector distance measures in the RGB color space are investigated. 

In the following equations the notation dei, j) refers to the distance between two color 

~ ~ 

points respectively x i and x j. 

1. The generalized Minkowski metric: 

(Eq II-I) 

Where p is the dimension of the vector x. and x~ is the kth element of x.. 
1 1 

Three special cases of the LM metric are of particular interest, namely, 

M=l, 2, 00. 

1 
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2. The Canberra distance: 

(Eq 11-2) 

Where p is the dimension of the vector x. and x~ is the kth element of x.. 
I I I 

The Canberra metric applies only to non-negative data, for example color 

vectors described in the RGB coordinates. 

3. The Czekanovski coefficient: 

(Eq 11-3) 

As the Canberra distance, this distance is only applicable to vectors with 

non-negative components. 

4. The angular distance: 

(Eq 11-4) 

Similar colors have almost parallel orientations, different colors will point 

in different directions in the RGB color space. Thus, the angular distance 

is a meaningful measure. 
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5. A new distance measure which combines the angle between two vectors 

and their magnitude difference: 

(Eq 11-5) 

In [5], a computationally simple approach is used. An algebraic composite of 

coordinate difference is replaced by a color coordinate maximum metric (maxROB). The 

distance between two color points is given by their maximum (normalized) coordinate 

difference. 

11.1.3 Segmenting methods 

Image segmentation techniques can be roughly classified into four categories, the 

histogram-based segmentation, the neighborhood-based segmentation, the physically-

based segmentation and the color clustering based segmentation methods. 

For color classification, [1] extracts the color clusters by an iterative analysis of 

one-dimensional histograms. Color clusters detection depends on the spatial arrangement 

of the clusters in the color space. If the clusters do not overlap, a one-dimensional 

histogram in a space such as ROB or HSV can distinguish them. Otherwise, the clusters 

cannot be distinguished in these spaces and image needs to be transformed into a space 

where the clusters will not overlap. Thus the principal component method id used. The 

principal component coordinates are computed using the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 

the covariance matrix of the color points. The colors are transformed into the principal 

component coordinate system and one-dimensional histograms are computed for the first 
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and second components. Then the histogram peaks in the histogram determine the main 

colors of the cluster. 

[2] uses the ROB histogram to find color peaks and discards small (low number 

of color points) peaks. Each color point is assigned to the closest peak using the 

Euclidean distance in the L *u*v* color space. In [10], the 3 one-dimensional color 

histograms are computed in the ROB color space and stored for the future retrieval. 

The second category of segmentation technique is the neighborhood-based 

approach [7]. Their multiresolution color image segmentation algorithm uses Markov 

random fields. The most important feature of the Markov random fields is that the 

probability of a particular site to assume a certain value depends only on its neighbors, 

and not on the whole image. 

Another type of segmentation techniques is based on a clustering algorithm like 

the k-means clustering algorithm [8, 12, 13], also called the generalized Lloyd algorithm. 

Its purpose is to find the most significant colors of an image or a region. The outline of 

the algorithm is as follow: 

1. 	 Choose k initial centers in the color space. The choice can be random or 

calculated from the image. 

2. 	 Cluster each color point as belonging to the nearest neighbor center. 

3. 	 Compute the new center of each cluster as the cluster mean. 

4. 	 Repeat 2 and 3 until the number of color points switching cluster is zero or 

is less than a fixed threshold. 

After this segmentation, the image is divided into k clusters or color point sets of 

various sizes. Small classes are considered as noise [12] and a minimum cluster size 
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threshold is set to filter them out. The points belonging to these regions are merged with 

the largest neighboring region. 

This algorithm can be applied in different spaces. In [12], the clustering is 

performed in a 3 dimensional color space whereas, in [13], it is performed in the 4 

dimensional color-texture sub-space to add the texture information. 

The K-means algorithm is used in our work and modified to yield a better 

segmentation performance. 

II. 1.4 Other color features 

In order to include spatial information with color, a new color feature called the 

color correlogram is proposed in [9] for image indexing and retrieval. The highlights of 

this feature are: 

• Spatial correlation of colors. 

• Global distribution of local spatial correlation of colors. 

• Easy computation and fairly small feature size. 

Informally color correlogram of an image is a table indexed by color pairs, where 

the ktll entry for i andj specifies the probability of finding a point of color j at a distance k 

from a point of color i in the image. Such image feature tolerates large changes in 

appearance of the same scene caused by changes in viewing positions, changes in the 

background scene (e.g. partial occlusions, camera zoom). 
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11.2 Previous work on shape feature 

The second, after color, feature which is mainly used in content-based image 

retrieval systems is the shape of the objects contained in the image. Some of the methods 

used to describe this feature are presented in this section. 

The shape representations proposed in the literature are not generally invariant to 

large variation of image size, position and orientation. In order to incorporate invariance 

to rigid motions (rotation and translation) these methods need to be applied for all 

possible motions, therefore reducing the image retrieval speed. When considering large 

image databases, the speed decrease may become significant. Consequently, some of the 

methods try to identify shape features which are either invariant to rotations and 

translations or which can be efficiently computed for a number of possible rigid motions. 

Accordingly, [10] describes the shape information contained in an image on the 

basis of its significant edges. Edge direction histogram generated using the Canny edge 

operator represents the shape attribute. Shape-based retrievals are performed using a 

histogram intersection technique. This method has the advantage to be invariant to 

translation in the image and it identifies the general shape information. However it has 

several disadvantages: 

• 	 Edge directions are neither scale nor rotation invariant. 

• 	 Edge directions are affected by the nature of the edge, for example, black 

on white or white on black. These two types of edges differ in their 

directions by 180°. 
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• 	 The matching results depend on the number of bins used to represent the 

shape histogram of the edge directions. Commonly 36 bins are used each 

spanning 10°. 

Also, in order to increase retrieval accuracy, the results obtained from query based 

on individual features are integrated. They represent similarity values between the query 

and the retrieved image. The results of the shape-based retrieval and the color-based 

retrieval are integrated using a weighted average. 

Different "eigenrepresentation" is used in [l7] where each shape is characterized 

by the solution of an eigenvalue problem related to its intimate structure. These 

"eigenrepresentations" are used as a basis for correspondence and recognition. To obtain 

a representation of an object from its description by a set of points, they use its 

deformation modes, computed by a finite-element method approach. The idea is to 

characterize an object by considering it as a set of mass points, connected by elastic 

relations. A pre alignment of the shapes from the query image and from the database 

images is computed by a fast-moment of inertia method, which provides various degrees 

of invariance with respect to rotation, scale and size of the objects to compare. 

11.3 Previous work in color image retrieval systems 

Several systems based on color, shape and texture attributes have been recently 

developed to search through image databases. This includes QBIC [18], Photobook [15], 

Virage, WebSeek [16], Candid [14], Netra [13]. This section is not meant to be an 

exhaustive survey, but rather a review of selected systems to illustrate the current state of 

research. 
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The QBIC (Query by Image Content) system [18] allows queries on large image 

and video databases based on: 

• Example images, 

• User-constructed sketches and drawings, 

• Selected color and texture patterns, 

• Camera and object motion, and 

• Other graphical information. 

The QBIC system has two main components: database population and database 

query. During the population process, image and video features such as color, texture, 

shape and motion are extracted and stored in the database. The processes of population 

and retrieval are not done over the Internet. 

The WebSeek system [16] collects image and videos on the World Wide Web 

with an automated agent, processes them in both text and visual feature domains, 

catalogues and indexes them for fast search and retrieval. The search engine utilizes both 

text-based navigation and content-based technology for searching visually through the 

catalogued images and videos. The complete system possesses several functionalities: 

• Searching using content-based techniques, 

• Query modification using content-based relevance feedback, 

• Automated collection of visual information, 

• Compact representation of images and videos for displaying query results, 

• Image and video subject search and navigation, 

• Text-based searching, 
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• 	 Search results lists manipulations such as intersection, subtraction and 

concatenation. 

In the CANDID (Comparison Algorithm for Navigating Digital Image Databases) 

system [14], a global signature describing the texture, shape or color content for every 

image stored in the database is computed. A normalized distance between probability 

density functions of feature vectors is used to match signatures. This method is used to 

retrieve images that are similar to an example target image. 

The Photobook system [15] is a set of interactive tools for browsing and searching 

images and image sequences. Direct search on image content is made possible by use of 

semantics-preserving image compression, which reduces images to a small set of 

perceptually-significant coefficients. Among the Photobook descriptions are: 

• 	 Appearance, 

• 	 2-dimensional shape, 

• 	 Textural properties. 
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CHAPTER III: METHODS 

This chapter describes the methods used to design an image retrieval system 

based on color and shape content. A content-based retrieval system efficiency is 

measured by successful matches between the image features and user specifications. This 

requires a definition of suitable image features, a feature extraction method, and a feature 

distance measure that can be computed in the real time. The following properties are 

required: 

• 	 Image features agree with the human visual perception in the sense that 

retrieved images correspond to the user expectations. 

• 	 The distance measure is computationally simple and suitable for fast on

line matching. 

• 	 Compact representation of the features reduces memory and disk space 

requirement. 

• 	 Features have suitable separation properties, which are robust to noise and 

allow positive discrimination. 

With these properties in mind, this section presents the methods selected to 

extract the features and to retrieve matching images. The color feature is extracted using 

a clustering algorithm, namely the k-mean or generalized Lloyd algorithm. The shape of 

the image main object is computed after performing morphological operations on each 

color cluster and is characterized by perimeter and area. 
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ilL! Color reduction 

The first feature extracted from an Image are the dominant color classes. The 

developed method computes the image main color classes in the HSV color space using 

the k-mean algorithm. 

IILl.l Color space 

The image formats used in this research are 24-bits ROB bitmaps and lPEOs. The 

ROB space has the major disadvantage of not being perceptually uniform. This means 

that two different colors in one part of the color space will not exhibit the same degree of 

perceptual difference as two colors in another part of the color space, even though they 

are the same "distance" apart. Therefore, the first step is to find the transformation to map 

the input image data into the proper color space. As mentioned in the literature review, 

different color spaces are being used depending on the application and the segmentation 

method employed. Since the composition and shape of color clusters depend on the color 

coordinate system, the choice of the color space is critical. 

Color spaces such as CIE L *a*b* and CIE L *u*v* offer improved perceptual 

uniformity, as compared to ROB, they represent with equal emphasis the three variables 

that characterize color: hue, lightness and saturation. However, these color spaces are 

inconvenient due to the complexity and non-linearity in forward and reverse 

transformations from the ROB color space. The transformation from ROB to HSV color 

space is non-linear, however easily invertible. The HSV color space is selected here since 

it is more perceptually uniform than the ROB space. The images are converted from 

ROB to HSV using the Mathworks Matlab function "rgb2hsv". 
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The model of HSV color space is cylindrical, however usually it is represented as 

a cone or a hexagonal cone, as displayed in Figure 3. The vertical axis represents the 

Value (V) ranging from 0 corresponding to dark colors to 1 corresponding to bright 

colors. The Saturation (S) ranges from 0 at the V-axis to 1 and contains the color 

richness. The angle Hue (H) with the red color at 0° represents the colors. 

v 

Green - 120 Yellow 

Cyan Red - 0 

Figure 3: HSV cone 

The transformation function from RGB to HSV returns three components ranging 

from 0 to l. For further computation, they are scaled by a factor equal to 255. Thus each 

pixel of an image is represented by three color components H, S and V in a 3

dimensional cube. The HSV cube represents color only and does not contain any spatial 

information, as shown in the literature review section, Figure 1. 
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III.l.2 Color segmentation algori thm 

Figure 4 presents the steps to compute the k-mean clustering algorithm in k 

classes. The number of classes k has to be determined prior to performing the algorithm. 

This critical choice is discussed in III.l.3. 

Some changes made to the algorithm skeleton will be explained in this chapter. 

The following details each step of the algorithm. 

III.l.l.2. Initial centers computation 

The initial centers need to be chosen to obtain a suitable initial color separation. 

Thus, the initial k centers are computed to be the k furthest apart color points of the 

image. In this work, the initial center computation using the following algorithm is 

performed once at the beginning of the segmentation with only two centers. However, to 

generalize the algorithm, the process to compute more than 2 initial centers is explained: 

1. 	 Select the initial reference center as being the center of the 3-dimensional 

HSV cube. 

2. 	 Compute gl, the furthest color point from the initial reference center. 

3. 	 Choose g2, the furthest color point from gl· 

4. 	 Choose successively gi, where (i=3, 4, .. , k), the furthest color point from 

the previous gj, where (j=l, 2, .. , i-I). When more than two points are 

considered, a definition of "furthest" needs to be set. A color point Pc is 

defined as being the furthest point from all gj if the minimum of the 

distances d(pc, gj) is the maximum among all the minimum distances of 

d(p, gj), p being any image color point. 
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Step 1: 

Compute the set of initial classes centers 

gi, where (i=l, 2, .. , k). 

Step 2: 

Assign the current color point to the 

closest class center gi. 

Color point 

Step 3: counter 

Update the corresponding class center gi 

as being the class mean. 

Yes 

No 

End 

Figure 4: Skeleton of the k-mean algorithm 
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Thus, the point gi are calculated using equation: 

(Eq III-I) g.=argmax{ Min dCP,g.)}, 
I pEl j E [l..i -1] ] 

Where I is the set of the image color points and d the distance between two color 

points. The next sub-section describes the measure used to compute the distance d in the 

3-dimensional HSV color space. 

Figure 5 presents an example where three color points PI, pz and P3 compete to be 

the furthest point from gl and gz. 

MinCd (pl,gl),d (pl,gz) =d (Pl,g1); 
MinCd (P2,g1),d (P2,gZ)) = d (P2,gZ); 
Min(d (P3,gl),d (P3,gZ» =d (P3,gZ); 

Figure 5: Maximization of the minimum distance 

III. 2. 1.2. Classification oUlze image color points 

For each color point, the distances to previous centers are calculated. The color 

point is assigned to the class with the closest center. The measure used to calculate the 
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distance between two color points is called the "saturated distance" (see Figure 6). The 

term "distance" is used here informally, since it does not satisfy the distance requirements 

as shown in Appendix B. 

dSat = f (d)
dSat 

d 
o p Sat 

SaturationDead~ Linear 
ZoneZonei Zone 

dSat : Saturated distance of one coordinate (H, S, or V) 
between two points. 
d: H, S or V coordinate difference. 

dMax : Maximum Value. 
D: Dead Point. 

Sat: Saturation Point. 


Figure 6: Saturated distance 

For S and V components, d represents the absolute value of the coordinate 

difference. The Hue component is an angle between 0 and 255, thus d is the smallest 

positive angle value for H component. The three values of d, dSatll , dSatS , dsatv, are added 

to compute the final distance between two color points: 

(Eq 111-2)d Sat =d SatH +d SatS +d Sat . 
\' 
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The value dMax is the maximum saturated distance between the coordinate H, S or 

V of two color points. The saturated distance function has three zones: 

1. 	 The dead zone (from 0 to D) groups the close points by setting the 

distance between them to zero. 

2. 	 The linear zone (from D to Sat) computes the distance using the following 

equation: 

d d xD 
d = Max xd _ Max (Eq 111-3)

Sat (S -D) (S -D) . 

3. 	 The saturation zone saturates the distance by setting the distance equals to 

the limit value dMax . 

Each time a color point is assigned to a class, the class center is recalculated to be 

the gravity center of the augmented by this new color point. Using the Euclidean distance 

makes the center position sensitive to the color "outliers". The saturated distance is 

chosen similarly to standard statistical robust measures. Figure 7 illustrates the basic 

properties of the saturated distance. 
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gl -+ g'l using the Euclidean distance 
PZ + PI + when ps is added to the class. 

gi + _____g:+________________________ __~5+ 
The center has moved noticeably: it does 
not represent well the set of points Pi 
(with i =1,2,3,4) 

gl -+ g'l using the Saturated distance 
when Ps is added to the class. 

PZ + PI + 
gl + -+ g'l P-;,+-


The center does not move away from the class 
when a far point is assigned. It represents 
better the color of the class. 

Figure 7: Saturated distance concept 

Computing the saturated distance between two color points reqUIres suitable 

choice of dMax , D and Sat defined separately for each component H, Sand V. A main 

advantage of this approach is that different importance can be given to each component. 

The purpose of this separation of HSV components is to determine the main image 

colors, which match a user request. When a user specifies a color, usually the Hue is 

selected first and then the Saturation and Value are chosen. Therefore the most important 

part of the request is the Hue component and Hue should be given more importance in the 

process of segmentation. The values chosen for dMax are 10 for the Hue component, 1 for 

the Saturation and the Value components. 
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The color point coordinate difference ranges from 0 to 255 for S and V and from 

o to 128 for H. The dead point is fixed at 0 for the three components. The saturation point 

is fixed at 100 for S and V and 50 for H. 

III.3.1.2. Segmentation threshold 

The standard k-mean algorithm [12] stops when no color point switches class. 

This may require a significant computing time due to the number of iterations needed. 

Usually, after a few iterations, most image color points have an accurate classification, 

with only a few color points left missclassified. Table IlL 1 shows that the computing time 

depends on the image size by i}(Il), Il being the number of pixels. When the size of the 

image is doubled, computing time experimentally quadruples. While working with large 

images, the computing time becomes significant, thus a threshold needs to be set to stop 

the iterations when the image segmentation is satisfactory. 

Image Size Computing Time 

NI = 48 x 36 tl = 1 S 

N2 = 96 x 72 t2 = 4 S 

N2=4xN 1 12 = 4 X tl 

N3 = 192 x 144 t3 = 17 S 

N3 = 4 X N2 t3 - 4 X t2 

N4 = 384 x 288 t4 = 70 S 

N4= 4 X N3 t4 - 4 X t3 

Table 1: Computing time of a segmentation iteration 
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Thus the number of iteration needs to be decreased. While segmenting, for each 

iteration, the percentage of color points switching class can be calculated, whereas the 

percentage of missclassified color points remains unknown. If the latter was known, there 

would be of course no need for finding a threshold. Thus, a relationship needs to be 

determined between these two percentages to set a threshold depending only on the 

percentage of color points switching class. The flow-chart in Figure 8 presents the 

process of plotting curves that will be used for finding a suitable threshold. 

Examples of the curves C j and C2 are displayed in Figure 9 and Figure 10. 

Although the curves are different for each image, the same patterns are found for all 

Images. 

The percentage of missclassified color points decreases quickly until it reaches a 

value under 1 % (which is a tolerable difference) and then it converges slowly to O. The 

limit point L of curve C j is the curve point where the decreasing speed changes. The 

corresponding number of iterations is equal to 3. Now, consider curve C2 representing the 

percentage of color points switching class. 

During the third iteration, 1.6% of color points have switched class. After that, the 

percentage decreases continuously to reach zero after eleven iterations. According to this 

example, the threshold should be set at 1.6 % of color points switching class and the 

segmentation would stop after three iterations instead of eleven. 
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Segment the original image until no color point 
switch class -+ "reference image" . 

." 

Start the segmentation on the original image. 

~ 

." .... 

Perform a segmentation iteration. 

" 

Calculate and store for further analysis the 
percentage of color points missclassified 

regarding to the reference image. 

-" 

Calculate and store for further analysis the 
percentage of color points switching class 

during this iteration. 

" 
Yes 

One color point switched class? 

No 

" 
Plot the curve C[ of the percentage of color 

points missclassified depending on the number 
of iterations . 

." 

Plot the curve C2 of the percentage of color 
points switching class depending on the 

number of iterations. 

Figure 8: Process to find the segmentation threshold 
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Percentage of missclassified color pOints = f ( Number of iterations) 
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Figure 9: C1, curve of the percentage of missclassified color points 

Percentage of color points switching class = f ( Number of iterations) 
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Table 2 gives the results of 10 experiments. Images used have different sizes and 

content. Each image is segmented in two classes, the process described by the flow chart 

of Figure 8 is performed to plot curves, which are studied as above. The table contains: 

• 	 The number of iterations corresponding to the limit point L. 

• 	 The percentage of color points switching class corresponding to this 

number of iterations. 

The percentage minimum of color points switching class is 0.8 %. By setting the 

threshold to 0.7%, we ensure in most cases that less than 1 % of color points are 

missclassified. 

Number of 

Iterations 

Corresponding 

percentage of color 

points changing class 

3 1.6 % 

5 0.9 % 

4 1.9 % 

4 1.1 % 

4 1.3 % 

5 0.8 % 

3 1.9 % 

5 0.9 % 

4 1.5 % 

4 1.2 % 

Table 2: Percentage of color points switching class threshold 
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III. 1.3 Selecting the number of c I asses 

A critical choice in applying the k-mean segmentation algorithm is the number of 

colors. Since image color contents vary, choosing a-priori fixed number of classes is not 

suitable. Thus, an adaptive method is used here. The image is first segmented into two 

classes. Each class is then studied separately. If the class color standard deviation is under 

a threshold, the class is "compact" and it is not segmented any further. Otherwise, the 

class is classified as "non-compact" and it is divided into two separate classes. The initial 

class centers are computed to be the two furthest apart image colors points. Whereas, 

when dividing each class, the two initial centers are computed using additional statistics. 

The recursion applies to the subsequent class division. The segmentation stops when the 

number of classes reaches the maximum value or when all the classes are identified as 

compact. Since the purpose of the segmentation is to extract the image main colors, the 

maximum number of classes is set here to 8. The flow chart of Figure 11 shows the entire 

algorithm and the specific steps of determining if a class is compact and finding the new 

centers. 
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Segment the image in 2 classes. 

Add the 2 classes to the class counter. 

Class 
Counter 

Compute the class standard deviation in 
the 3-dimensional space HSV using the 

saturated distance. 

Compute the 2 dominant class color 
points (gl, g2). 

Segment the class in 2 classes with the 
initial centers being gl andg2. 

Add the 2 classes to the class counter. 

No 

End of 
Segmentation. 

Figure 11: Color segmentation flow chart 
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III. 1.1.3. Compactness threshold selection 

Defining the class "compactness" IS done by computing the color standard 

deviation in the HSV space using the saturated distance as a measure. 

1 

(Eq 111-4)L (d Sat (p - g)P 2 
pEl

The standard deviation is : (j = 
n 

Where I is the set of the image color points p, n the total number of color points, 

and g the class center. A small standard deviation may indicate that the class color points 

are close to the class center and form a compact class. A large standard deviation may 

indicate that the color points are spread out around the class center and many different 

colors are present in this class. Defining the small and large standard deviation is done by 

setting a compactness threshold. This means finding a threshold to distinguish two colors 

in the HSV color space. The colors with distance less than the compactness threshold are 

considered identical. 

Although being more perceptually uniform than the ROB color space, the HSV 

color space is not completely uniform. Two different colors in one part of the color space 

will not exhibit the same degree of perceptual difference as two colors in another part of 

the color space, even though they are the same "distance" apart. Thus finding a fixed 

threshold for the visual differentiation of two colors is not possible. Selecting too large 

threshold may not differentiate visually distinct colors, in some part of the HSV space. 

Selecting too small threshold may lead to the overextensive segmentation. The latter may 
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cause reaching the maximum class count when some color classes are segmented too fine 

and others are not segmented properly. 

By definition, the saturated distance between two color points is the sum of each 

coordinate distance. The maximum distance for each coordinate equals to its weight 

which is 10 for Hue, 1 for Saturation and 1 for Value. Thus, using the Saturated Distance 

definition, maximum distance between two color points in HSV space is equal to 12. The 

threshold is set experimentally to be the fourth of the maximum distance between two 

color points, that is 3. 

III. 2. 1.3. Selection ofinitial centers for subsequent segmentation 

In contrast to the first step of image segmentation where the initial centers are 

computed to be the furthest image color points, the subsequent segmentations use 

different initial centers. These initial centers are chosen to give a more efficient class 

segmentation. If a class is not compact, the algorithm segments it in two classes. Two 

dominant colors exist in this class and the algorithm described in Figure 12 identifies 

them. 
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Compute the 3x3 color covariance matrix COv. 

•Compute the eigenvectors Vi where (i=1, 2,3) 
and the eigenvalues ~ of COv. To obtain the 

class principal axis . 

•Compute the class barycenter c using the 

Euclidean distance . 


.. 

Transform the class points into the coordinates 

defined by Vi with center c . 

.. 

Compute the covariance matrix COVTRANS in 

the new coordinate system. 

•Find the largest eigenvalue AM.

•Take the corresponding eigenvector: VM . 

.. 

From COVTRANS, take the variance cr 2M 

corresponding to VM . 

.. 

Compute the 2 dominant color points (g],g2) 

being at 1.2crM from c on VM . 

Figure 12: Algorithm to find the 2 dominant color points of a class 
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The following details the steps of calculating the two dominant color points of the 

class which will be used as initial centers for the class subsequent segmentation. The 

dominant points are determined using some statistics. 

Compute the covariance matrix of a class in the HSV color space: 

(j 2 
(Eq 111-5)H 

COY = K SH 

KVH 

With H, S and V, the sets containing the Hue, Saturation and Value coordinate of 

all the class color points. 

With aIl
2 the variance of the Hue coordinates, 

a:l the variance of the Saturation coordinates, 


a/ the variance of the Value coordinates. 


With KSH the covariance between the Sand H coordinates, 


KVH the covariance between the V and H coordinates, 


Ksv the covariance between the S and V coordinates. 


The class points can he encapsulated in a 3-dimensional ellipsoid as shown in 

Figure l3. The points of a 3-dimensional ellipsoid are described by this matrix: 

(Eq 111-6) 

With P E HSV and po the ellipsoid center. 

The ellipsoid axes directions and lengths are determined using the eigenvalues 

and eigenvectors of the class covariance matrix. The axis directions are the eigenvectors 
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with the principal axis being the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. The 

two dominant color points are chosen to be on this principal axis. 

The image has been segmented into 2 classes and the classes are 

encapsulated in 3-dimensional ellipsoids. 

Figure 13: Class encapsulation in ellipsoids 

Figure 14 shows an example of finding the 2 dominant color points of a class and 

corresponding results. 
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+

Segmentation in Class center 2 dominant 
2 classes 

class points 

The view is the one of the two principal axis of the 
3-dimensional ellipsoid representing the class . 

Figure 14: Example of a class segmentation using the 2 dominant color points 

Determining the position of the dominant points on the principal axis is done by 

calculating their distance from the class center, so that this distance equals to a fixed 

number. Since most of the color points are encapsulated in the 3-dimensional ellipsoid 

without a few being far away from the ellipsoid, we assume that the points have a similar 

distribution than the Gaussian distribution . Thus, this distance value is determined using 

the multidimensional Gaussian law. 

In one dimension, the probability that a sample from a Gaussian distribution with 

mean Jl and standard deviation a will fall within two standard deviation range from Jl is : 

P(Jl- 20' :::; x :::; Jl + 20') =0.9544 (Eq 111-7) 

Hence over 95% of the samples will fall within 20' and the mean Jl as shown in 

Figure 15 . 
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f Cx) 

P=95% 

x20" 

Figure 15: Gaussian distribution 

Appendix B shows that for the 3-dimensional Gaussian law, similar 

approximation can be done for each dimension: 

PCP; - 2.40"; :::; X; :::; p ; + 2.40";) =0.95, (Eq 111-8) 

X; component of XE9\3. 

A class color point is between the class center c and 2.4 Oi with a probability of 

95% on each axis . Thus, the distance between each of the main dominant color points gl 

and g 2 and the class center c is selected to be half of this value, that is 1.2 O"M. 

In the HSV space, the variances available are for the Hue, Saturation and Value 

components. Here the variance O"M corresponding to the principal axis needs to be 

determined. Thus the class points are transformed into the space formed by the 

covariance matrix eigenvectors with center being the class center, as illustrated in Figure 

16 for a 2-dimensional case. 
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S 


o H 

Figure 16: Eigenvectors coordinate system in 2 dimensions 

The transformation from the HSV space centered at 0 into the eigenvectors space 

centered at c is done by: 

T x P HSV - c =Pv V V ' 

1 2 3 


(Eq 111-9) 

Once the class points are transformed, the covariance matrix IS calculated to 

obtain the variance aM: 

2a
V/ 

KV/V2 

KV/V3 (Eq 111-10) 2KV/V2 

a
V 

K 
2 V2V3 

COVTRANS = 

2K K aV/V3 V2V3 V3 
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With V], V2 and V" the sets containing the coordinates In the eigenvector 

coordinate system of all the class color points. 

Finally, the centers g] and g2 for the next segmentation are set on each side of the 

current class center c along the eigenvector VM corresponding to the maximum 

eigenvalue, using the equations: 

(Eq 111-11) 

and 

(Eq 111-12) 

Figure 17 shows a 2-dimensional representation of the placement of the two 

dominant color points. 
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s 


o 
H 

Figure 17: Position of the two dominant color points 

Once the two dominant points are calculated, the class is segmented and the 

compactness of each class is checked to decide about further segmentation. 

At the end of the color segmentation, the image is segmented in k classes, with k 

ranging from 2 to 8. Each image color point belongs to a class and its color is changed to 

be the color of the class center reducing the OJiginal 16 million colors to a maximum of 8 

colors. 

When the image is color segmented, the next step is to study the image main 

object shape. 

111.2 Shape representation 

The shape feature describes the image main object. The images used for this work 

are assumed to have one large object with a dominant color. Thus, the main object is 

likely to be represented by one of the color classes that have been computed during the 

color segmentation. 
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The first step is to determine the best class that would represent the image main 

object and then extract information about the color and the shape of this object. Here, we 

use the object area and perimeter to represent its shape. Finding the main object as well 

as calculating the shape data is described in Figure 18. 

The algorithms used by the color segmentation are performed on the image color 

points, that is the color coordinates H, S and V, whereas the algorithms used for the shape 

recognition use the spatial position of the image pixels. For example, the standard 

deviation is the spatial standard deviation, computed using the spatial position of the 

pixels. 

III.2.1 Image main object 

One of the color classes computed in the color segmentation is likely to represent 

the image main object. The main object is assumed to be large therefore the size of the 

corresponding color class must be large. To separate the background, which is usually a 

large class, the spatial standard deviation is calculated. The pixels that form an object are 

close to each other in the space whereas the background pixels are spread wider. Thus the 

spatial standard deviation of the class that represents the object must be small. 

A weight Wi is computed for each class i to take in consideration these two 

factors: the class size and its compactness. The class, which has the largest weight, is the 

one corresponding to the main object. 
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Class 
Counter 

No 

Compute image size As and maximum 
standard deviation as Then, work on 

each image class. WM +- 0 

... 

Create a binary image representing the 
current class. 

Calculate the class area Ai and the class 
spatial standard deviation Oi . 

Compute the class weight to be: 

Wi =(Ai lAs) + ( l-Oi las). 

Y~ 
.... 

The class representing the 
main object is this one . 

No 

Last class? .... 

WM +- Wi 

Yes 

Perform a morphological closure on the 
class representing the main object. 

Calculate the class perimeter. 

Main image object information: area, 
perimeter and color. 

Figure 18: Shape feature determining algorithm 
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Thus for each class, the following is calculated: 

(Eq III-B) 

With Ai: the class area = the number of pixels, 

As: the image size =height x width =total number of pixels in the image, 

OJ: the class spatial standard deviation, 

0'.<;: the maximum image standard deviation. 

The maximum image standard deviation is the standard deviation of a class 

composed by two points located at two opposite image comers. The image maximum 

standard deviation is: 

(Eq 111-14) 

With Width, the image width and Height, the image height. 

Moreover: 

if 0"i issmall :[1 - ;.~ }-. 1, 

if 0" i is large :[1 - :~ j~ 0, 
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Also: 

if Ai is large ( :~ J~ 1, 

if Ai is sman ( :~ J~o. 
Thus the class weight takes value between 0 and 2 and the class with the largest 

weight is the most suitable to represent the main object. Next an example of finding the 

image main object is presented. The image test is presented in Figure 19. 

Figure 19: Image test 

The result of the segmentation gives 7 classes: _'I" 

Each class is represented as a binary image and shown in Table 3 together with 

the corresponding weight. 
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Class weight Black and White Class number 

image 

I 0.67601 


0.83432 


0.36403 


0.69814 
 I ..
' 

0.60565 


0.96986 


0.41117 


Table 3: Class selection to represent the image main object 

Since, it has the largest weight, the 6th class is selected by the algorithm to 

represent the object. In the original image, this represents the flower, which is the image 

main object. 
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III.2.2 Main object shape represe n tation 

After identifying the class, which represents the image maIn object, the 

information about the object shape is extracted. The object area has already been 

calculated in the previous step. To be able to match more efficiently a user query, the 

object area is converted to the percentage of the object area to the total image size. The 

user input consists of drawing an object (see IV.2.2 Image search) which gives an 

indication of the object size ratio. Thus the significant area information is not the pixel 

count but the ratio. 

The second data used to describe the object is its perimeter. To calculate the 

object perimeter a morphological closure operation IS performed on the class. This 

smoothes object contours and corresponds better to the user input. Users usually don't 

draw detailed contours to form a query. The function used to perform the closure is the 

Matlab function "bwmorph.m". 

A closure is the sequence of two main morphological operations: dilation and 

erosion. The state of any given pixel in the output image is determined by applying a rule 

to the neighborhood of the cOlTesponding pixel in the input image. The rule used defines 

the operation as a dilation or an erosion: 

• 	 For dilation, if any pixel in the input pixels' neighborhood is 1, the output 

pixel is 1. Otherwise, the output pixel is O. 

• 	 For erosion, if every pixel in the input pixel's neighborhood IS 1, the 

output pixel is 1. Otherwise, the output pixel is O. 

The neighborhood is represented by a structuring element, which is here selected 

as a 3 by 3 square. 
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The result of the closure operation on the class CiS: CThe object 

contour IS smoother and the object is almost completely filled. For this object, the 

perimeter is determined using the Matlab function "bwperim.m". The function works as 

follows: a pixel is part of the perimeter if its value is 1 and there is at least one zero

valued pixel in its neighborhood. The algorithm uses a 4-neighborhood: a pixel is said to 

be in the 4-neighborhood of another one if they are connected along the horizontal or 

vertical direction. 

The resulting image gives a suitable contour. Finally the number of pixels 

which form the perimeter is computed. 

Thus, the object feature is composed of the ratio of its area to the image size, the 

perimeter and color. Now a suitable metric should be defined to calculate distance 

between user query and the object features. Selection of this metric is beyond scope of 

this work and it is suggested for further research. 
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CHAPTER IV: RESULTS 

This section presents the experimental results of color reduction algorithm and 

mam object representation. The algorithm was implemented using Matlab 5.3 and 

Mideva 4.5. The latter is compatible with the Matlab syntax and is compiled which 

accelerates the execution time. Once the image features are computed, they are tagged 

within the image. The graphical user interface for the image tagging and retrieval part has 

been developed under Microsoft Visual J++ 6.0. However the link has not been 

implemented between the Matlab functions and the user interface. Thus the graphical 

user interface is presented in this section to show what the user input would be like but no 

retrieval is performed. 

IV.I Results 

IV.I.l Color segmentation tests 

Table 4 presents the results of the color reduction algorithm. The two first tests 

are performed on computer synthesized images. The first test is performed on a simple 

image composed of 4 colors easily distinguishable by the human eye and the color 

segmentation correctly identifies 4 classes. The second test is performed on a random 

color image. The image has been created using the random function for each image color 

point. On a random image, the algorithm should not be able to find compact color classes. 

The algorithm finds 8 colors since it is the maximum number of colors allowed, however 

the classes are not compact. The other tests are performed on specific images. Images 

were taken with an analog camera, scanned with a resolution of 100 pixelslinch, stored in 
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TIFF uncompressed file format and transformed to bitmap file format for processing. 

Independent of the file format, the images are 24 bit true color images. 

Input Image Color Reduced Image Color Centers in RGB 

1: 

4 color image 

2: 

Random 

Image 

Flower 1 

4: 

Flower 2 

[ 
209

1931202129122212291931133
J254 152 76 66 175 117 111 3 

234 17 164 69 162 243 205 142 

[
193][207][174][186][241][178][105]74 234 203 198 197 44 153 
85 233 167 155 129 34 118 

[
229][52][ 88 ]230 73 119 
218 64 77 

5: 

Flower 3 
f 

189 
lf 79lf188lf56l199 122 172 74 

180 92 85 74 

6: 

Flower 4 

[
199][ 70 ][111][157][178][198]202 104 144 143 182 164 
231 94 101 167 122 91 

Table 4: Color reduction results 
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IV.l.2 Tests of the shape recogni tion 

Input Color Classes Object 

Image Reduced Class 

Image Perimeter 

1: "IC C 

2: I C... 

3: [IIII. ". ' [I
;;.,J ~"'"... 

~ 

II 
4: 

5: 

Object Features 

Area Peri

(%) meter 

31.4 72 

28.8 101 

29.2 178 

65.9 278 

76.3 232 

Color 

255 

2 

2

• 
178 

44 

34

• 
229 

230 

218 

188 

172 

85 

70 

104 

94

• 
Table 5: Image main object representation results 
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Tests performed on images 1 through 3 gives satisfactory results. A main object 

and its color are extracted and they truly correspond to the input image main object. 

The image of the 4th test has the same Hues in the flower main object and the 

dominant part of the background. Since the Hue coordinate has a large weight in the color 

segmentation, the algorithm cannot distinguish the flower from the background. Thus an 

image must have a main object Hue distinguishable from the background in order to 

perform a successful segmentation. 

The image of the 5th test has a small object with a distinct color. However the 

object is too small in comparison to the blue background. 

In conclusion, the algorithm finds a main object and its color in an image under 

the following, neither obvious, conditions: 

• The object is large enough. 

• The object color is distinguishable from the background. 

IV.2 User interface 

The user interface is currently running on the Internet at http://lyon.ece.orst.edu. 

It consists of tagging images with their relevant content and retrieving images based on a 

color, shape or both. 

IV.2.1 Image tagging 

The Java applet developed under Microsoft Visual J++ 6.0 can currently only 

extract from an image its main colors. A link needs to be made between the image 

features recognition algorithms described in this work and the Java applet. 

http:http://lyon.ece.orst.edu
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The data extracted are tagged to the image. Only JPEG compressed images can be 

tagged. The JPEG image header has a comment space available for external data. The 

applet reads the image header, finds the comment space and writes the data. Thus the data 

can be read along with the image when retrieving images and then compared to the user 

query. Many retrieval systems store the image features separately from the image in a 

feature database. The main advantage in tagging features within the images is that if the 

image is deleted or altered, no attempt will be made to retrieve it. A disadvantage of this 

approach is that the image header needs to be read over the network to compare the 

image features with the user query, and that is time consuming. However, the system 

does not read the whole image but only a small part containing the header, reducing the 

downloading time considerably. 

The graphical user interface for the image tagging process is shown in Figure 20. 
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The following web page gives the user instructions to tag an image: 

(~ontellt-based image tagging 
If this IS your fIrst time taggmg an image usmg our tag engine, go here 

To choose the image you want to tag, use the menu that appears on your screen: 

1. 	 Click on the button named "Choose a.file to tag" 
2. 	 Choose the file on your local hard drive and click Ok 
3. 	 Just wait the message "End oftaggmg" Note that It can take more than one mmute to prepare the tmage dependtng ( 

its size. 

You need to change the security parameters of the internet explorer4.0 program: 

1. 	 Choose from the menu, "View => Internet opttons", and then the "Secooty" folder. 
2. 	 Choose "Custom" and then click on "Settings" 
3. 	 Look at the "Java peffillsslOns" and choose "Custom" 
4. 	 Then click on "Java custom settings" 
5. 	 Choose the folder "Edit p ennis sions " and then Enable evelyt!llng 

The following menu appears to let the user select the image he wants to tag: 

N. Menu 	 I!!lliIEJ 

rur IUnsigned Java Applet Window 

Figure 20: Graphical user interface for the image tagging 
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IV.2.2 Image search 

The user can perform a basic or a more advanced search. 

IV.l.2.2. Basic search 

The graphical user interface of a basic search is shown in Figure 21. The user can 

choose a color using the color wheel and draw an object shape dragging the mouse to 

draw straight lines. When pressing the Search button, the system reads these data and 

starts the retrieval process. The metrics to perform the shape retrieval process has not 

been implemented in this work. The user can press the Advanced Search button to go to a 

more advanced user interface. 

IV.2.2.2. Advanced search 

The graphical user interface for the advanced search is shown in Figure 22. The 

difference with the basic search is that the user can enter the color by HSB or ROB 

coordinates instead of choosing the color on the color wheel. The color is then displayed 

on the color wheel to allow the user to verify that he entered the correct coordinates. 

Since the programming language Microsoft Visual 1++ has the HSB color space 

implemented, the HSV space is replaced by the HSB space. However they represent the 

same color information, the Brightness coordinate is used instead of the Value 

coordinate, the difference resides in the transformation calculations from the ROB color 

space. 
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Content-based image retrie,ral l 

o 

H: 105 S: 162 B: 255 


R: 	 93 G: 255 B: 169 


Search 


Advanced Search 

Figure 21: Graphical user interface for the basic image retrieval 
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Content-based image retrieval I 

o 


H: ~ S: 1214 B: f255 
LOCATIONS TO SEARCH R: ~ G: f255 B: ~ 

Add Location 1 Search 

IIYOn.ece.orst.edU/IYOn 3 Delete I Simple Search 

Figure 22: Graphical user interface for the advanced image retrieval 
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The graphical user interface is designed to allow the user to do three different 

requests: 

• 	 Choose a color, using the basic or advanced search, and request images 

that have this color as one of their main colors. 

• 	 Draw a shape and request to find images, which have a main object similar 

to the shape drawn. 

• 	 Choose a color, draw a shape and request to find images, which have a 

main object similar to the shape drawn and color close to the one chosen. 
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSIONS 


V.I Conclusions 

A fully automated method for content-based color image summarization IS 

developed to extract color and shape content of an image without human input. 

A color segmentation algorithm is used to segment image dominant colors. The 

input image coded in 16 million colors is color reduced to a maximum of 8 colors. The 

image is mapped into the HSV color space where pixels are analyzed for detecting color 

clusters. In the process of color classification, color clusters are extracted using an 

algorithm based on the k-mean clustering algorithm. A saturated distance is proposed to 

discriminate between two color points in the HSV color space. 

To complete the feature set describing an image, the segmented image is studied. 

The shape of the image main object is extracted using the morphological operations. The 

whole process is automated and there is no need for human interaction while 

summarizing the image features. The experimental results using natural color images 

demonstrate feasibility of this method by segmenting the original images to summarize 

image colors and main object shape information. 

Once the image color and shape features are extracted, they are tagged within the 

image. A graphical user interface is presented to allow the user to tag JPEG file format 

images and to retrieve images over the Internet. Requests are based on a sketch drawn by 

the user and colors chosen on a color wheel. 
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V.2 Future work 

There are number of areas for continuing research on content-based color image 

summarization: 

• 	 Study of the clustering algorithm performance dependence on the 

selection of the color space and color distance measure. 

• 	 Shape features summarization as there are no general methods to extract a 

complex shape of an object. 

• 	 Use of additional visual features, such as texture to further enhance the 

content-based summarization. 

Also, as a direct continuation of this project, the following can be studied: 

• 	 To make the retrieval process feasible, metrics need to be developed to 

measure the distance between image features. The color reduction 

algorithm uses a color distance threshold to define equivalent colors. This 

threshold can be used to calculate the distance between color features. 

Evaluating the distance between two object shapes has not been studied in 

this project and is an open area for future work. 

• 	 The algorithms code to extract image features need to be changed so they 

can be used within the Java applet for retrieval purpose. These algorithms 

use specific Mathworks Matlab functions, thus the code cannot be 

translated into pure C or Java code. Some tools like MathTools Matcom 

can integrate 111 and c files under Microsoft Visual C++ projects, such 

tools need to be evaluated for the compatibility with Java applets. 
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• Currently, only JPEG file format can be tagged, but other Image file 

formats should be studied for the tag placement. 
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APPENDIX A: SATURATED DISTANCE 

A function d needs to fulfill the following requirements to be a distance function: 

• Ifa=b,thend(a,b)=O. 

• If a not equal to b not equal to c, then: 

l. dCa, b) > O. 

2. dCa, b) =deb, a). 

3. dCa, b) +d(b, c) ?d(a, c). 

The saturated distance is represented in the following figure: 

dSat = f (d)
dSat 

____~__L-----~------~ d 
o p Sat 

Dead! Linear Saturation 
Zone I Zone Zone 

dSat : Saturated distance of one coordinate (R, S, or V) 
between two points. 
d: R, S or V coordinate difference. 

dMax : Maximum Value. 
D: Dead Point. 

Sat: Saturation Point. 


Saturated distance 
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For S and V components, d represents the absolute value of the coordinate 

difference. The Hue component is an angle between 0 and 255, thus d is the smallest 

positive angle value for H component. The three values of d, dSatH, dSatS , dSatV are added 

to compute the final distance between two color points: 

(Eq 1)
d Sat = d SatH +d SatS +d SatV' 

The value dMax is the maximum distance between the coordinate H, S or V of two 

color points. The saturated distance function has three zones: 

1 The dead zone (from 0 to D) groups the close points by setting the 

distance between them to zero. 

2 The linear zone (from D to Sat) computes the distance using the following 

equation: 

d d xD 
d = Max x d _ Max (Eq 2) 

Sat (S - D) (S - D) . 

3 The saturation zone saturates the distance by setting the distance equals to 

the limit value dMax . 

To demonstrate that this function does not satisfy the distance requirements, we 

just need to show with an example that one of the requirements is not satisfied. 

Consider the following values of dMax , D and S for each of the H, S and V 

components: 
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H S V 

dMax 10 1 1 

D 20 20 20 

S 30 30 30 

Example values 

We want to demonstrate that when If a not equal to b not equal to c, the third 

requirement is not satisfied: 

Take a=(lO, 100, 100), b=(30, 120, 120), c=(40, 130, 130). 

We calculate dSat(a, b), dsatCb, c), dSat(a, c): 

dSat(a, b) = dSatH(a, b) + dSats(a, b) + dSatv(a, b) 

=0+0+0 


=0 


dSat(b, c) = dSatH(b, c) + dSats(b, c) + dSatv(b, c) 

=0+0+0 


=0 


dSat(a, c) =dSatH(a, c) + dSats(a, c) + dSatv(a, c) 

=10+1+1 

= 12 

Thus: dSat(a, c) > dSat(a, b) + dSat(b, c). 

The saturated distance does not satisfy the fourth requirement for a function to be 

a distance. 
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APPENDIX B: MULTIDIMENSIONAL GAUSSIAN LAW 


In this appendix, the 3-dimensional Gaussian law is studied to determine for each 

dimension, the range from the mean where the probability that the sample falls into that 

range is 95%. The range depends on the variance. 

If X is a scalar Gaussian random variable with mean Jl and variance d, its 

probability distribution function (pdf) is: 

1 1 x-Jl (Eq 1) f (x)= exp---- 2j
X ~2~~ 2 ~l ( ~

The probability that a sample of such a distribution will fall between a and b is: 

b l[X-Jl]---- (Eq 2)I ') ~ 
Pea :::; X :::; b) = Je ~ dx 

~2~~2 a 

With fJ=(x-Jl)/~, dfJ=(1/~)dx, b'=(b-Jl)/a; a'=(a-Jl)/a; we obtain: 

1 2
b' --x 


pea :::; X :::; b) = ~ Je 2 dx , 

"'I/2~ a' 


1 2 1 2
b' --x a' --x 

=-l-Je 2 dx--1-Je 2 dx 
50 50 

The function erf(x) is defined as: 
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1 ? 
x --t (Eq 3) 1 ? 

erf(x) = r;;- fe - dt 
..y 2lr 0 

Hence: 

(Eq 4)Pta ,; X ,; b) =etf ( b ~/l )-erf ( a ~/lJ 

With b=Jl-t and a=Jl-t: 

And erf(tfa) = -erf( -tf a), thus: 

(Eq 5) 

Fort =20: 

P(/l-t'; X'; /l +t) =2xerf ( ~) =2xerf(2) 

= 2x0.47724 = 0.95448 

Hence over 95% of the samples will fall within 2a and the mean Jl: 

P(I! - 2a ~ X ~ Jl + 2a) =0.95 
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f (x) 

P=95% 

x2a 

I-dimensional Gaussian distribution 

Now, consider the multidimensional Gaussian law, The pdf of the random vector 

X=( Xl, .. " x,f with independent components Xi, i=l, .. " 11, is the product of the 

individual pdf's of Xl, .. " XIl that is: 

n 

IX (Xl ,"', X ) = II IX (x.)
n . 1 . 1 

1 = 1 (Eq 6) 
2

------exp --I L...~ [x i - j.1 i J 1,
nl2 2·_ u.(27l') U "'U 1-1 1 n1 r 

Where j.1i ,eli are the mean and variance, respectively, of Xi, i=l, .. " n, 

The objective of this study is to determine an approximated range, thus the 

independent variables case is studied, 

From Equation 5, we can derive the 3-dimensional case for independent variables: 
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(Eq 7) 

Choosing tl = aCYl, t2 = aCY2 and t3 = ao) gives: 

P(f.1-t ~ X ~ f.1 +t) =8xerf(a)3 (Eq 8) 

We determine asuch that the probability equals to 0.95: 

P(f.1-t ~ X ~ f.1 +t) =8xerf(af 
1 

095J3erf(a) = ~ ¢::> a = 2.4
[ 

Hence 95% of the samples will fall within 2.4Oi and the mean f.1i on each 

dimension. 




